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NTS SERVICE SPOTLIGHT

USB COMPLIANCE TESTING

USB CERTIFICATION

NTS works closely with various organizations to develop, 

manage, and run certification and compliance programs 

including compliance programs for Universal Serial Bus 

(USB). USB is the most popular connection technology for 

external peripherals in the world. From hard drives to digital 

cameras, from scanners to keyboards – USB can connect it 

all to your desktop or notebook personal computer. With 

the vast number of companies developing computers and 

peripherals, it is important to make sure that your product 

meets the industry standards. Our facilities can perform 

testing to make sure your products are compliant with the 

various USB specifications.

NTS has years of experience testing a wide variety of 

peripherals to all of the various USB specifications: 

• USB Compliance (SuperSpeed, High-Speed, Full-Speed 
and Low-Speed silicon, peripheral, and system/hub/host 
controller) 

• USB On-The-Go Compliance Testing (High-Speed and 
Full-Speed products)

• USB Embedded Host Compliance Testing (High-Speed 
and Full-Speed hosts) 

• USB Wireless Compliance Testing (based on the 
WiMedia standard) 

• USB SuperSpeed (USB 3.0) 

In addition, NTS offers the ability for you to attend your 

compliance testing at our facilities. This allows you to learn 

more about the certification process and address any 

problems that may occur enabling your company to quickly 

and easily make any necessary adjustments to become 

certified. NTS can also assist with USB Driver development 

and debugging to address problematic issues. 

NTS USB GOLDEN SUITE

In the real world, it’s not enough for a USB device, hub or 

host manufacturer to simply prove that it has correctly 

followed the USB specification. You can never be sure what 

revision level of machines or subtle differences a device 

will have to contend with in the field and you need to know 

what’s out there in order to defend your own design against 

potential failures in the hands of real-world users. 

NTS knows from experience that compliance does not 

always guarantee compatibility with other products, and 

you want to make sure your product is compatible with 

all of the USB-compliant products on the market today. 

To address these issues, NTS has developed the NTS 

USB Golden Suite that goes beyond the standard USB-IF 

certification. It answers the questions regarding whose fault 

is it, how bad is it out there, will my product perform as 

expected, and will it be a success or a failure. 

The NTS USB Golden Suite focuses on real-world testing of 

your USB product with a variety of platforms, peripherals 

and operating systems. The testing covers all USB chipsets 

using up to 200 USB devices and peripherals, along with 

supporting operating systems.

NTS is an industry leader in USB 
compliance testing

Our USB Golden Suite goes 
beyond standard certification

NTS uses the latest technology to verify the compatibility, 
functionality and compliance of your products
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NTS’s USB Golden Suite test procedures consist of 
five major coverage areas: 

• Installation Testing 

• Device Functionality Testing 

• Interoperability Testing 

• Hot Detach/Reattach Functionality Testing 

• Power Management Functionality Testing 

COMPLIANCE & CERTIFICATION TESTING

• USB Compliance Testing – SuperSpeed, High-Speed, 
Full-Speed and Low-Speed silicon, peripheral and 
system/hub/host controller

• USB On-The-Go Compliance Testing – High-Speed  
and Full-Speed products

• USB Embedded Host Testing – High-Speed and   
Full-Speed hosts

• USB Wireless Testing – Based on the WiMedia standard 
and approved by the USB-IF 

• USB 3.0 Compliance Testing

• NTS USB & Wireless USB Golden Suite Testing –  
Real-world testing across all USB chipsets

• Microsoft WHQL/DTM Testing – Support for all WHQL/
DTM product categories 

• Microsoft HealthVault Testing - Testing to Microsoft 
compliance requirements

• NTS Automotive Multimedia Player - Real-world testing 
with various devices (e.g., flash drives, mini-hard drives, 
MP3 players, etc.)

• Compliance/Certification Program Development – 
Let NTS assist you in the development of a program to 
validate your standard/specification!

Our years of experience can help you complete USB certification

TRADITIONAL TESTING

• Compatibility – Exercising software or hardware under 
an array of supported operating systems, additional 
software applications and supported hardware 

• Interoperability – Exercising hardware with a selection 
of hardware and software to confirm “harmonious 
coexistence” of the products

• Stress/Performance/Load/Scalability – Using actual 
or virtual users with tools such as Storm Runner, 
LoadRunner, LoadImpact, WebLoad, TCL, Test Director 
and Open Source

• Benchmarking – Using internal-developed or third-party 
benchmark tools 

• Competitive Analysis – Comparing client’s product with 
competitor’s product

• Usability/Look-&-Feel – Provide end-user analysis with 
various user experience 

• Functionality – Exercising the various execution paths, 
either manually or through automated scripting tools

• Website Testing – Functionality, browser compatibility, 
load/stress/performance using automation tools such as 
LoadRunner or WebLoad

• Localization – Software compatibility and functionality 
test across 35 different languages

AUTOMATED TEST SCRIPTING

• Develop automated scripts using various test tools, 
LoadRunner,WebLoad, WinRunner,WebFT, TCL Test 
Director, Visual Test, Open Source, C, C++, Delphi, Visual 
Studio and Visual Basic

• Develop customized test plan/test case based on client’s 
specification and/or product documentation

ABOUT NTS

Every hour of every day, NTS is fully invested in helping 

you build better, stronger, safer, more reliable products, 

and bring those products to market quickly and efficiently. 

Our test, inspection and certification services cover 

environmental, dynamics, EMC, wireless, materials and 

much more. NTS engineers have exceptional knowledge of 

all test and conformity requirements in both domestic and 

international arenas. Our client partners rely on NTS  

to make sure they’re putting their best products forward, 

and so can you. 


